Moonlight (Directed by Barry Jenkins, 2016, A24, Pastel, and Plan B Entertainment), frame grab.
“Hush-hush, I Will Know When I Know”: Post-Black Sound Aesthetics in Moonlight

ARZU KARADUMAN

Within Derrida’s thought, suspension is both spatial and temporal, pervasive and elusive. It operates under a number of different signs, and in a number of different languages that either resist or yield to translation in ways that are not easily gathered together: epochē, arrêt, syncope, bracketing, iteration, deferral, Aufhebung, and différance.

—Anne McCarthy

Based on Tarell McCraney’s 2003 play “In Moonlight Black Boys Look Blue,” Moonlight (Barry Jenkins, 2016) is the coming-of-age story of Little becoming Chiron becoming Black on his journey of self-discovery as a black gay man growing up in Liberty City, a poor neighborhood in Miami. Presented in three chapters, respectively titled “Little,” “Chiron,” and “Black,” the film exposes the difficulties in the protagonist’s search for a sexual identity. Even before we see the protagonist on the screen, we hear a group of kids calling him “faggot” and chasing him into a dope hole. The first chapter ends with Little’s search for the meaning of this derogatory word frequently hurled at him by other kids and possibly uttered by his mother in her scream the film presents in slow motion and without sound. In this first scene of the distorted scream, Chiron’s mother Paula lashes out at him following her confrontation with Juan on the street. In this slow-motion scene, the mother takes out the anger she has built during her confrontation with Juan on Little. The verbal assaults continue in Chiron’s adolescence in the second chapter only to escalate into physical violence. The only person Chiron can talk to is his childhood friend, Kevin, before their friendship is broken by the bullies at school who force Kevin to knock out Chiron in front of their schoolmates. The night before the day of violence at school, Kevin and Chiron pleasure each other on the...
beach under the moonlight. The night with Kevin remains an unforgettable memory for Chiron as we see in the third chapter, which opens with the mother’s scream distorted differently, played in reverse motion until the cut to the scream played at regular speed in its loud and clear audibility, in Black’s nightmare.

Sound plays a key role in *Moonlight*’s aesthetic responses to society’s marginalization of black queer men; the film queers a heterologocentric understanding of time and sound image relations through an aesthetics of suspension. In this essay, I will analyze the two scenes of the mother’s distorted scream that close the first chapter and open the third one, in which time is stretched through slow motion and synchronization is put on hold in the film’s post-black cinema aesthetics. Following an elaboration on the aesthetics of suspension in the two scenes of the mother’s distorted scream, I will address how the film holds Chiron’s blackness and queerness bracketed and in suspension in (between) those two scenes by engaging with Kara Keeling’s notion of “the interval,” that is waiting as a state of existence in suspension. While Keeling’s waiting in “the interval,” originally developed by David Marriott following Fanon, refers to a predestined state of being in an inescapable, vicious circle, I approach the thinking of suspension in the following Derridean gesture: “To think suspension as suspension means thinking it beyond privation,
MOONLIGHT OPERATES IN QUEER TERMS BY ... SKEWING SOUND-IMAGE RELATIONS AS WELL AS INCORPORATING THE CHOPPED AND SCREWED STYLE OF HIP-HOP TO STRETCH AND DISTORT ALL KINDS OF MUSIC

as constitutive of what it suspends. We might think of suspension as that which holds (holds together, holds back), but does so loosely, allowing for movement and the coming of the unexpected.4

Suspensions of time and of synchronization, which is “the audiovisual lock” and “the lynchpin of sound cinema,” in the two scenes of the mother’s distorted screams “create a kind of mirrored ellipsis in the film, with all of the space in-between holding the weight of Chiron’s sexuality” in an interval.5 The aesthetics of suspension is one specific way in which the film relates to post-blackness by constituting, triggering, and enabling queerness in abeyance, suspended, in the middle.6 Before analyzing the distorted screams that join post-black aesthetics in cinema in their suspensions, resonances, echoes, and ripples in Moonlight, I offer to turn to post-blackness and its embrace of black/queer—or “blacqueer”—bodies after drawing a short map of the earlier, mutually exclusive, and hence criticized scholarships of blackness and queerness.

Black Nationalism’s misogyny, homophobia, and hetero-patriarchal stance led to hostility towards queer sexualities and added to its discrimination in terms of social status, class difference, and educational background.7 The Black Power movement’s goal of redeeming blackness, as in “black (man) is beautiful,” through macho hetero-patriarchy resulted from a
conflation of the success of racial identity with an ideal manhood.\(^8\)

The redemption of an emasculated black male identity in the form of “a worship of the phallus” limited the black artists’ capacities in expressing themselves and their experiences.\(^9\) Racial uplift, positive images, and cultural authenticity left no room for satire, critique, or queerness. With few notable exceptions, Black queer artists existed like ghosts during the 1920s Harlem Renaissance and in the Protest Era of the 1950s and 1960s.\(^10\) They finally came out starting in the late 1970s and more in the 1980s when black gay activism was also happening.\(^11\) However, advocates of post-blackness believe the struggle is not yet over and that the discriminatory demons of the hetero-patriarchal black power movement still demand an exorcism today. “Post-black” is a term first used by curator Thelma Golden in reference to a group of black artists who dismissed the label “black artists” as they were careful to avoid the potential limitations brought by the codes of cultural authenticity of black nationalism.\(^12\) The term is also defined by Derek Conrad Murray as “an effort to redefine the parameters of blackness in the twenty-first century, and to push it beyond the stifling dictates of nostalgia for past political movements.”\(^13\)

Due to racial patriotism, fundamentalism, and policing, black people were threatened with exclusion from their communities and labeled “turncoats” or “sellouts” once they crossed the borders of “black authenticity.”\(^14\) Similarly, queer studies was accused of pushing queer people of color to the margins and bringing the experiences of white middle-class and mostly male subjectivities to the fore.\(^15\) It is the “queer of color critique” that “challenges ideologies of discreteness” and “attempts to disturb the idea that racial and national formations are obviously disconnected.”\(^16\) Increasingly in the twenty-first century, queer scholars have rendered the voices of intersectional groups audible as “[s]exuality is always racially marked, as every racial marking is always imbued with a specific sexuality (gender, class, and other classificatory inscriptions are equally determined and determining).”\(^17\) As Johnson and Henderson claim in *Black Queer Studies*, intersectionality and a non-single-variable politics are the tools to fight oppression and respond to the “complexity of contemporary subjectivities” in the post-modern era.\(^18\)

Thematically interested in queer sexuality in the coming-of-age story of a black boy from a poor neighborhood in Miami, *Moonlight* joins the contemporary debates on intersectional politics and
post-blackness through its queer aesthetics of suspension as well. Moonlight operates in queer terms by specifically skewing sound-image relations as well as incorporating the chopped and screwed style of hip-hop to stretch and distort all kinds of music including classical scores with piano or violins. In its post-black aesthetics of playing with sound and image relations, Moonlight queers—better yet, quares—such relations through its aesthetics of suspension, specifically of synchronization and hence of audibility/inaudibility, presence/absence, and linear/out-of-joint time in the two scenes of the mother’s distorted screams. I argue the technique that exemplifies post-black aesthetics in Moonlight, namely suspension of synchrony in the two scenes of Paula’s distorted screams, is critical in terms of the film’s defiance of shaming queerness as well as opening an interval for the possibility of queerness.

The first scene of the mother’s distorted scream occurs in slow-motion, a technique that stretches time and in that elongation suspends the linear forward progression of narration, putting it on hold and sustaining ambiguity like a fog that covers a road blocking one’s vision in traffic. The scene not only defies a capitalist understanding of homogeneous and measurable time of forward progress and teleology of reproduction—or “reproductive futurism”—through slow motion, but also deflects hetero-patriarchal shaming of queer sexuality by rendering the mother’s words inaudible. The mother yells at Chiron, possibly uttering the word “faggot”—possibly, but not certainly. Her words are muted, and we hear only the music. Britell’s gripping music continues over from the previous scene starting as Paula and Juan go their own way after their tense confrontation.
on the street. The soaring strings are already highly strung from the tension between Paula and Juan. The violin in Paula’s blast in the hallway at home is “screwed down to a key … that a normal violin can’t play,” and the chopped and screwed violin creates a deep bassrumble sonically arresting bodies and touching the flesh in its strong penetrating vibrations. The Violin in Paula’s blast in the hallway at home is “screwed down to a key … that a normal violin can’t play,” and the chopped and screwed violin creates a deep bass rumble sonically arresting bodies and touching the flesh in its strong penetrating vibrations. Donnelly’s point that “[w]hen a sequence goes into slow motion, it is almost never accompanied by diegetic sounds that match the speed of the action” is not the reason, though, why Paula’s scream is muted. The scream is muted to mimic the futility of a potential utterance of a word that is totally pointless to Little, who does not know its meaning. The sound design of this scene also recalls silent film aesthetics, in which musical accompaniment is offered in lieu of unheard characters’ voices with musical accompaniment to films in which characters’ voices are unheard. The specific aesthetic choices of muting the mother’s scream allows the composed piece to rise to a breaking point, after which it keeps resonating to suspend time by stretching it in slow motion and to bring out the tension of the mother’s anger. With its suspenseful aesthetics, the scene mimics a feeling of being choked, invoking chest compression and movements being slowed down when confronted with difficulty of breathing. As Chion explains in Audio-vision, “Often just one audio element of the soundscape is ‘suspended,’ with the result of heightening one moment of the scene, giving it a striking, disquieting or magical impact.” However, unlike the “often-goes-unnoticed” nature of the type of suspension Chion talks about, the suspension through the mother’s muted scream in Moonlight boldly, conspicuously, and even terrifyingly marks a turning point in the narrative. For the same reason, the muted scream cannot be categorized as “emanation speech,” another type of rare and difficult-to-notice technique offered by Chion “found infrequently in films, wherein the words are not completely heard or understood. Speech becomes a sort of emanation of the characters, not essential for understanding significant action or meaning.” Alternately, the possibility of categorizing the muted scream as “voice-out” coined by Justin Horton is also infeasible, since the replay of the scene opening the third chapter exscribes the first muted scream in a loud and clear synchronization that gives the body back its scream, surprisingly lacking the ugly term. In its deliberate silencing of the mother whose muscle tension slows down the temporal flow, the film is thinking on the elusiveness of the meaning of what Little might
have heard in his vulnerability.\textsuperscript{29} Approaching vulnerability as the condition of responsiveness, Butler offers: "[S]omething affects us, or we find ourselves affected; we are moved to speak, to accept the terms by which we are addressed, or to refuse them, or, indeed, to skew them or queer them."\textsuperscript{30} While the film stylistically responds with its queer aesthetics of suspension, Little responds by diverging from the mother’s path: “She and Little are drifting apart and whatever is back there in that room is something that he will never understand or see.”\textsuperscript{31} Separating his path from the mother’s, Little deviates, and “deviation brings with it anxiety, fear, and a sense of thrill” but at the same time “when it is undertaken in concert with others, it is also the beginning of new forms of solidarity.”\textsuperscript{32} After they separate paths, Little finds solidarity and communion at Juan and Teresa’s house where he learns

\textbf{Figure 1. Teresa telling Little he will know if he is gay when the time comes in \textit{Moonlight} (Directed by Barry Jenkins, 2016, A24, Pastel, and Plan B Entertainment), frame grab.}
what the derogatory term means. Little understands debasement, degradation, and shaming as well as his deviation and separation from his mother and bonds sideways with the two adults who do not necessarily expect him to “grow up” to contribute to “reproductive futurism.” In their embrace and understanding, substitute parents Juan and Teresa confirm Little does not have to know if he is gay or not “now,” as his now will come later when his childhood is over:

Queer culture, with its emphasis on repetition (Butler), horizontality (Munoz, Stockton), immaturity and a refusal of adulthood (me), where adulthood rhymes with heterosexual parenting, resists a developmental model of substitution and instead invests in what Stockton calls “sideway relations”, relations that grow along parallel lines rather than upward and onward. This queer form of antidevelopment requires healthy doses of forgetting and disavowal and proceeds by way of a series of substitutions.

The transition from a door closed on Little by his own mother to a door opened by Juan to welcome Little inside adds extra space in-between the doubled opening brackets, namely the failed inaudible scream and the end of the first chapter signaled in a quasi-theatrical fashion by four flickering elliptical blue lights on the black screen, mimicking an epileptic seizure that suspends a body through twitches and convulsions. It is as if time is elongated for the sake of a proper synchronization to be given to the substitute parents who clarify “the linguistic register of autonomy” for Little “against those who really fail to address him.”

The mother’s scream is marked as lost time while time is stretched to connect the two

THE FILM DEMANDS THAT WE UNDERSTAND THE TRAUMA OF THE MUTED SCREAM FOLLOWED BY THE PARENTAL LOVE

liquid blackness: volume four, issue seven
homes, through the opening and closing—literal and metaphorical—of doors, as a single space occupied by Little. Visually, the transition from the closed door to another one opening for Little is like a reversed mirror image. The mother walks frame right and enters her bedroom and closes the door; next is a cut to a very similar short hallway with a door frame left inside Juan and Teresa’s house. The film demands that we understand the trauma of the muted scream followed by the parental love in the form of proper communication as a single scene in its smooth transition through a graphic match. In Allen’s terms, Little becoming Chiron becoming Black will be able to “conjure black queer love” through “time compression magic” by learning from the lessons in the past and by forming a community.37

The third chapter starts with the double distortion of the mother’s
scream; the same shot of the mother entering her bedroom after yelling at Little is played backwards in slow motion. The reverse motion continues until the sleight of hand of a cut to the loud and clear scream that is synchronized and hence played at the regular speed. The mother yells “Don’t look at me!” and Black jumps forward in bed waking up from his nightmare. To our surprise, this time in its precise synchronization, the scream “retroaudibly” lacks the ugly term that we expected to hear after Little’s search for its meaning at the end of the first chapter. With its power to destroy the elasticity of time, synchronization ends the suspension achieved through the muted scream in slow motion that was able to deflect the hetero-reproductive logic of forward progress. However, the audible repetition of an otherwise distorted, or doubly distorted and hence synchronized, scream surprises us
only to prove the term of humiliation that we expected to hear has gone missing in the audible inaudibilities of both of the distorted screams. Indeed, Black is haunted by his past, and as Derrida explains in *Ghost Dance*: “To be haunted by a ghost is to remember something you’ve never lived through. For memory is the past that has never taken the form of the present.”

The repetition of the mother’s scream, no matter how traumatic, is also productive. It reminds us that the aesthetics of suspension works to disrupt the act of shaming queerness and hence paradoxically constitutes an interval for Chiron’s sexuality to blossom in the second chapter. The two scenes of the mother’s distorted scream operate like parentheses; they precede and follow Chiron’s coming to terms with his sexuality, with the inaudible and incomprehensible term swallowed first in the silent...

---

*Figure 4. Juan answering Little’s question about the meaning of the term in* Moonlight (*Directed by Barry Jenkins, 2016, A24, Pastel, and Plan B Entertainment*), frame grab.
I hear *Moonlight* echo post-black aesthetic convictions that black unity, as holding one position—namely ideal manhood, “flattening out differences,” and “sweeping certain things under the rug” in the pretensions of alikeness with no room for queerness—is inaudible, out-of-sync, and distorted in today’s “liquid blackness.”

In its doubling of the scream, given a latent audibility only later as if in the form of an echo, there is not only deferral and repetition but also difference and a play with presence and absence in the suspensions of synchrony. In the first distortion of the scream, the act of shaming is muted, turned into “the scream of Medusa by definition ‘stuck in the throat,’” and marking “the suspension of life,” rendered inaudible and hence unintelligible. The silent scream operates at best like an ellipsis or opening parenthesis—that is, a symbol in a text rather than a word with a meaning silently doing its work of opening a space of interval; the muted scream, “call it, perhaps, a plenitude without presence, marked by an ellipsis (*points de suspension*) which signifies omission and pause, but also an opening and waiting for response.” In the way I read Chiron’s queerness, I take the potential Keeling sees in the interval rather than the viciousness of the circle that renders blackness impossible: “The challenge the experience of the interval provides entails opening thought to ‘the
unforeseeable, the unanticipatable, the non-masterable, non-identifiable.’ Perhaps a whole other reality—one that we do not yet have a memory of as such—opens up.”

The inaudible term of shaming in the distorted screams becomes a taboo word for the mother, unutterable, censored, and silenced like a crypt formed inside the film, repeatedly making distorted and inaudible calls through a rippling in suspended time. The suspended act of abjecting and shaming queerness by the mother’s parenthetical screams in the film aporetically opens up a space, an interval for the possibility of black queer sexuality. Queer sexuality that the mother intends to leave out, discard, and expel is already inside, part of, and a possibility in blackness. The impossibly possible queer sexuality works as a trace or différence in the distorted screams; their “operations of suspension resemble that of différence, opening intervals and breathing spaces into the structure of signification.”

The two outer parentheses hold blacqueer sexuality suspended and stretched in an interval centered inside, in the middle: “Suspension is not, for Derrida, the exclusion of anything, … but a way of bracketing, keeping contingency present, including it.” It is an interval opened in post-black aesthetics that conjures blacqueer magic in its inaudible audibilities and impossible resonances echoing “rhizomatic agencement,” “temporal dispersal,” and “litany for survival.”
The bracketing of Chiron’s blossoming sexuality produced through the parenthetical distorted screams of the mother is accentuated and doubled through the flickering blue and red lights on the black screen that punctuate the sequential breakdown of the three chapters in a quasi-theatrical fashion. The two scenes of the mother’s distorted screams as the outer brackets halt the linear narrative flow twice by elasticating, stretching, and distorting a possibly traumatic moment perversely while they operate through différance by not only differing from each other and what could logocentrically be thought of as an origin but also deferring eternally in the suspensions and repetitions of the event rendered highly dense and thick in affective terms and as uncertain and elusive in its semiotic vulnerability.49 The flickering elliptical dots of blue and red lights on the black screen, (Points

Figure 5. The flickering blue on a black screen separating the first and the second chapters in Moonlight (Directed by Barry Jenkins, 2016, A24, Pastel, and Plan B Entertainment), frame grab.
This spatial and temporal interval of queerness opened by the parentheses is an interval similar to and different from the one Kara Keeling proposes in “In The Interval.” Keeling understands the interval as an infernal cycle, as a predetermined duration starting with an opening and ending with an explosion that immediately restarts the entire cycle of the wait echoing Hartman’s notion of the “afterlife of slavery.”

Unlike the wait in the interval Keeling reveals, the suspension in Moonlight takes queerness in an interval as “… a text with uncertain quotation marks, with floating parentheses (never to close the parenthesis is very specifically: to drift).” Similar
to the interval Keeling explains in relation to the muscle tension and the threat of explosion Fanon diagnoses in the colonized, there is a specific temporal configuration of the distorted screams in Moonlight. On the one hand, the first muted scream, inaudible and indecipherable, is, like the muscle tension or the “necrotized flesh”, too early. On the other hand, after the night Chiron spends with Kevin on the beach, the second loudly synchronized scream following a reversed slow motion return of the mother, just like the explosion, is too late. Differently in Moonlight, Chiron’s queerness is in the interval, suspended inside and in waiting, but impossibly possible like his blackness that turns blue in moonlight at night, the one night he will have spent with Kevin on the beach. It is an interval initiated by time suspended and stretched through its ripplings from inside out; queerness centered inside centrifugally ripples through the aesthetics of suspension of the ellipses, visual, sonic, or textual. It is an interval for a bonding, communion, and union to last forever in a suspension without end: “(...)the state of suspension in which it’s over—and over again, and you’ll never have done with that suspension itself).”

CHIRON’S QUEERNESS IS IN THE INTERVAL, SUSPENDED INSIDE AND IN WAITING, BUT IMPOSSIBLY POSSIBLE LIKE HIS BLACKNESS THAT TURNS BLUE IN MOONLIGHT
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